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Woodchips - 2014
September
Remember!!
Get your raffle tickets
when you come into
the meeting

October Challenge!
A Christmas ornament!
a segmented turning

The Irish Fest got off to a rousing start with Liam
O’Neill being spotlighted on Channel 4 Morning
News on 8/28/14 in their 9:00 o'clock segment. He
was interviewed by Nick Vasos and filmed by Monty.
The setting was outside on a bluff overlooking the
West Bottoms which, years ago, was settled by the
Irish. It was grand promotion for the Fest, the
Thursday evening Peace Bowl event at The Irish
Cultural Center, and for KCWT.

Larry Dice trying to talk Monty into getting
him on camera. It didn’t work.

October Demo!
A Surprise

Washington Park is where we set up our shop
and where we spent two and a half days. We
had many members of KCWT show up to help
set up, to take turns in the tent turning, talking
with Fest attendees, selling bottle stoppers and
some of Liam O’Neill’s bowls. The weather was
HOT, HOT, HOT so staying cool was a bait of a
challenge until Sunday evening when it started
raining just prior to the time we were taking
things down. Soaked to the bone, those helping
got all the materials back to the shop safe and
dry. We have an incredibly generous and hard
working membership.

Dick Woodhouse
and Jason Ryburn

Jim Faherty accepted
a challenge to turn a
bottle stopper with a
skew - he is a master
with a skew.

Rich McCartney
getting a skew
lesson

Bill Dean doing
what he can to
stay cool. It
wasn’t easy.

Mike Thomas

Larry Dice went
through a lot of
shirts

Liam O’Neill turning in
our tent drew crowds,
as did his demos on
the Cultural Stage.

Ed Jaszcak having
a really good time.

Anthony
Harris turning
something
threadednaturally.

One of the fun things that
happens at events we participate in is that
we get to see how young people respond
to what we are doing. Have these girls
ever seen shavings before? Who knows,
but they sure were having fun pretending
that they were putting hair on the head of
their balloon friend.
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Rick Bywater in Hawaii and he saw the Nicholsons. He
may have brought the tree back.

Please support those who support us.

MEETING
Larry Dice began the meeting and had two new members introduce themselves. We now have
101 paid members. Two spots available for Anthony’s threading class. Need some volunteers to
run for the Board. Let any officer know. Report from the Irish Fest-we made money! The Art
Show - bring pieces in or take them out. You have received an email with the information

Mike McReynolds

Perry Walters

Mike

Kris Coyan

Chris

Don Gruis

Anthony Harris
Sue Bergstedt

Don Grimes

Just a couple reminders - The Challenge is generally based on the demonstration of the previous
month. If you forget the topic, it is also listed on the home page of our web site. The purpose of the
challenge is to push us to push us to try new things and to improve our skills. Show and Tell is where
everyone can bring in things that they have been working on finished or not, successful or not. We have a
wonderfully accepting environment and all kinds of talented members who are willing to share their
expertise with anyone no master what their skill level is. Bring your stuff so we can see what you are
doing.

DEMONSTRATION
This month’s demonstration was provided by Ed Jaszcak who has made some very interesting
segmented Christmas Ornaments

You start off with
something that
looks like

If you glue up the blank right and orient it on the lathe right and turn it
round right and chuck it up in your homemade special chuck right and
shape it up right you will end up with something that looks like

this

or

this

or

this

or

this

-

Right!

